Deluxe FlowTracker Two-Section Wading Rod Kit

Designed specifically for the FlowTracker, the SonTek two-section wading rod kit offers superior quality in construction and material as well as features to improve the discharge measurement process. The popular top-setting wading rod design enables users to easily position the FlowTracker’s ADV® sensor to the proper measurement depth. Available in both English and Metric versions, the two piece design is easy to assemble with less risk of damage during transport or shipment.

The complete kit includes:

- Rugged, hard plastic case (with wheels) stores the FlowTracker (2D or 2D/3D), quick start guide, and the English (4 ft) or Metric (1.2 m) Wading Rod
- Superior construction; numbering on both sides
- Two-piece rod design is easy to assemble and transport
- Keypad mount and sensor offset bracket
- Built-in leveling bubble facilitates vertical positioning
- Extra room for customer-supplied accessories such as tag lines, tent stakes, etc.
- Longer Metric (2.4 m) rod available (FlowTracker and wading rod are shipped in two separate cases)